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Abstract
This paper discusses the problem of matching models of
curvilinear configurations to hand-drawn sketches. It
collects observations from our own recent research, which
focused initially on the domain of sketched human stick
figures in diverse postures, as well as related computer
vision literature. Sketch recognition, i.e., labeling strokes
in the input with the names of the model parts they depict,
would be a key component of higher-level sketch
understanding processes that reason about the recognized
configurations. A sketch recognition technology must meet
three main requirements. It must cope reliably with the
pervasive variability of hand sketches, provide interactive
performance, and be easily extensible to new
configurations. We argue that useful sketch recognition
may be within the grasp of current research, if these
requirements are addressed systematically and in concert.

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the problem of matching models of
curvilinear configurations to hand-drawn sketches. It
collects observations from our own recent research, which
focused initially on the domain of sketched human stick
figures in diverse postures, as well as related computer
vision literature. By sketch recognition or matching we
mean labeling strokes in the input with the names of the
model parts they depict. Such matching would be a key
component of higher-level sketch understanding processes
that reason about the recognized objects and
configurations.

Our view is that a sketch recognition technology must
meet three main requirements. First, and perhaps
foremost, it must cope reliably with the variability and
ambiguity that are so pervasive in sketches. Second, it
must provide interactive performance or better. And third,
it must offer easy or automatic extensibility to new shapes
and configurations. These requirements conspire to make
a problem that might at first appear to be child’s play into
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a profound challenge. We believe, however, that useful
sketch recognition is within the grasp of current research,
if the three requirements are addressed systematically and
in concert; this paper outlines an approach we are
pursuing.

Fig. 1, Neat and sloppy stick figures. In sketchin& failures of
co-termination are a frequent variation from the ideal form.

Fig. 2. Example matching results. Labels denote model parts:
Head, Torso, Biceps_l, _Arml_, Leg 2, Shin2, _F.oot_2. etc.

Section 2 describes a framework for addressing input
variability, and the ambiguity that results from it, through
dedicated pre-processing that is guided by human
perceptual organization principles.

The need to handle articulated figures, and
configurations that are defined by abstract spatial relations
among their parts (e.g., connected, inside/oatside, parallel,
etc.), makes sketch recognition inherently a structural
modeling and matching enterprise. Section 3 argues that
although the worst-case complexity of structural matching
in this domain is exponential, exploiting the natural
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topological and geometric constraints of the problem to
the fullest leads to runtimes that are in a useful range for
problems of moderate size. Even so, because of the
potential for exponential growth, Section 4 argues that
various notions of focus ought to be brought to bear in
matching where possible.

Fig. 3. Matching must cope with self-crossings, due to
articulation.

Fig. 4. Matching must cope with interactions with background
context, e.g., crossings and accidental alignments.

Finally, Section 4 examines the issue of model
acquisition, and argues that even in the relatively simple
realm of hand sketches, manual entry of configuration
models is likely to be prohibitively tedious. At the same
time, machine learning-based schemes that require the
user to present many training examples will probably also
be too inconvenient in most cases. What is needed,
therefore, are methods that will build a useful model given
one or very few examples, possibly with incremental
refinement as further instances are provided at the user’s
convenience.

2. Handling variability and ambiguity through
dedicated pre-processing

It is hard to write reliable computer programs for
recognizing drawings, diagrams, and sketches, even

seemingly simple ones. The main obstacle is that these
kinds of inputs are highly variable in several respects, and
effective, general techniques for coping with this
variability have not been developed. The variability stems
from several distinct sources. To address this overall
concern, it is important to identify these sources and to
establish detailed generative models for each of them. Our
work on stick figure matching has focused on three such
sources: sloppy drawing, articulation, and interaction with
background context [13,14].

Sloppy drawing leads to failures of co-termination,
where strokes overshoot or undershoot one another, rather
than meeting at their end points (see Fig. 1). The problem
resulting from articulation is that the simple preprocessing
techniques that are normally employed may over-segment
or under-segment the data if the strokes of articulated
figures intersect or accidentally align with one another
(Fig. 3). This is also the case when target figures interact
with background markings, through adjacency,
intersection, or overlap (Fig. 4). (There are several further
sources of variability that we will not address, including
sensor noise, which leads to dropouts and speckle, and
shape deformations of the figure lines.)

For matching purposes, all these forms of variability
corrupt the expected mapping between a prior model of
the figure and an instance of it in an input scene. The
simplest situation for a matching task occurs when
applying a segmentation process to the input produces
primitives that are in one-to-one correspondence with the
parts specified in the configuration model. Using
straightforward segmentation schemes, however, the
above types of variability often lead to a many-to-one or
one-to-many mapping. For example, if the input scene is
simply segmented into simple curves meeting at junctions
and comers, then gaps in figure lines, crossings of figure
lines with one another, or crossings of figure lines with
background lines would each entail a many-to-one
mapping from these simple curves to the parts in a
curvilinear configuration model. Conversely, accidental
alignments among figure lines or between figure lines and
background lines would entail a one-to-many mapping.

In this paper, the term ambiguity (or, more precisely,
segmentation ambiguity) refers specifically to this lack of
a one-to-one mapping between the primitives produced by
segmentation and the elements of the model, together with
the lack of any bottom-up (i.e., model-independent) basis
for establishing such a one-to-one mapping. In the
computer vision literature, the prevalent approach to
structural matching in the presence of segmentation
ambiguity is error-tolerant subgraph matching [26,23,15],
wherein the matching process explicitly accounts for
discrepancies in structure, by searching for a mapping that
minimizes the structural difference between the model and
any data subgraph. (The computation of this difference,
or edit distance, reflects a predeflned way of associating
costs with particular discrepancies.)
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The drawback of this approach is that generalizing
from exact subgraph matching to error-tolerant matching
increases complexity: from O(mn) to O(mn2) in the best
case; from O(m"n2) to O(m"+ln2) in the worst case; m and
n being the node counts of the data and model graphs
respectively [15]. This added cost is typically incurred for
every model matched. (Hierarchical modeling and
matching may allow some of the added cost to be shared if
there is a lot of common structure among the modeled
configurations.) Error tolerant matching is also
algorithmicaily more complicated, and it rules out the use
of off-the-shelf subgraph matching implementations.

In [14], we proposed an alternative way of handling
ambiguity in a subgraph matching recognition framework
that avoids the added computational and algorithmic
complexity of error tolerant matching. Our method is a
two-stage process. The first stage, termed graph
elaboration, explicitly addresses ambiguity by adding
subgraphs to the data graph, G~, that constitute plausible
alternative descriptions of substructures already in the
graph This stage applies general perceptual organization
(P.O.) principles, such as good continuation and
proximity, to the specific goal of producing a data graph
in which the model is much more likely to find a direct
match, i.e., one containing a subset of nodes and links that
map to the model in a one-to-one manner. P.O.
principles are also used to rank the alternatives or to
associate preferences with them. The subsequent
matching phase is a constrained optimization process that
enforces mutual exclusion constraints among the related
alternatives, and finds solutions in descending order of the
aggregate preferences or rankings of their components.
When one alternative is strongly preferable to all others on
perceptual grounds, the initial stage may instead simply
rule out the other alternatives in a related process we call
rectification.

We have explored five graph elaboration/rectification
operations in particular. Proximity linking in effect fills
gaps in the data; an edge is added to GD between two free
ends if they satisfy a proximity constraint (Fig. 5). Link
closure adds redundant co-termination links to reduce
sensitivity to small distance variations. Virtual junction
splitting introduces proximity links between free ends and
neighboring non-end points (Fig. 6). Spurious segment
jumping enables the marcher to ignore curve segments
generated when other segments just miss coinciding at a
common junction (Fig. 7). If two segments satisfy 
smooth continuation constraint, continuiO’ tracing adds a
new subgraph to Go that represents the alternative
interpretation of them as a single curve (Fig 8).

Each of these operations is controlled by a single
parameter, with the exception of link closure, which has
none. In our current implementation these parameters
have been tuned manually to give roughly equal matching
accuracy across several example sets that each emphasize
a distinct sort of local variability. One topic for future

investigation is automatic estimation of these parameters
from training data.

Fig. 5. Proximity linking: Links are inserted by an extension of
Kruskal’s Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm that builds a
"close-to-minimal spanning graph".
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Fig. 6. Virtual junction splitting. (a) Input configuration. (b)
Exploded view showing links defined before junction splitting.
Small circle on left indicates virtual junction point detected in
relation to free end circled on right. (c) Two new segments are
added with links to the free end and also to the segments
previously linked to the original segment.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Spurious segment jumping. (a) A spurious segment
created by the two vertical segments failing to coincide. (b)
Exploded view of (a), showing co-termination links defined prior
to segment jumping. (c) Links added by segment jumping
(dashed lines) enable the marcher to ignore the spurious
segment.

3. Efficient structural matching by
constrained optimization

Structural matching is an inherently complex search task.
We see two main ways of maximizing matching
efficiency. First, we may attempt to exploit to the fullest
whatever constraint is intrinsic to the matching problem
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itself. This inherent constraint includes general
perceptual organization constraints and the topological
and geometric constraints implicit in the configuration
models being matched. Second, we may apply any
available extrinsic constraints, such as knowledge about
the user’s current goal, to focus and limit this search to
what makes the most sense. The first aspect is the topic of
this section. Section 4 makes brief suggestions for future
work on ways of applying extrinsic constraints through
focused processing.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8. Continuity tracing. (a) Input figure. (b) Exploded 
showing links defined before continuity tracing. (c) A new
segment added by continuity tracing, along with associated links.
(d) All segments added by repeating continuity tracing 
convergence.

Algorithmic formulations of structural matching, such
as subgraph matching [6], graph rewriting [3], parsing of
graph grammars [1], etc., have exponential worst-case
complexity. Structural matching is feasible, however,
because most practical problems do not entail the worst
case. For example, in our subgraph matching approach to
sketch recognition, the preprocessing stage by design
produces a data graph that is not totally connected, but
rather whose links reflect perceptually salient spatial
relations in the input. Thus, the preprocessing discussed
in Section 2 is a key determiner of matching performance;
it attempts to produce data graphs that are as concise as
possible while still providing the needed alternative
interpretations in ambiguous circumstances. Similarly, we
design configuration models to make explicit only those
relations required for matching and discrimination.
Having met these conciseness requirements on the data
and model graphs, it remains to specify a matching
scheme that can take full advantage of the implicit
structural and geometric constraint. The rest of this
section outlines a constrained optimization approach to
subgraph matching that we developed for the sketching
recognition application [14,6].

The data graph, Go, is constructed using standard
image processing operations. The image is binarized and
thinned; the simple curve segments, extracted by tracing,
are then split into smooth segments at salient comer
points. (Corners are detected based on a technique in

[22].) For each of the resulting segments, its graph
representation is added to GD. The graph representation
of a segment consists of two nodes, one for each end point,
connected by a type of edge we call a bond. For each pair
of curves terminating at the same junction or corner,
another type of edge, called a (co-termination) link,
connecting their co-terminal end nodes, is added to the
graph. The data graph then, consists of a single type of
node, representing a curve segment end point, and two
types of edges (links and bonds).

A simple syntax for expressing stick figure
configuration models is illustrated below. Each limb
statement defines a part of the figure. The optional
modifier allows a part to be missing in the data. The
linked statement asserts an end-to-end connection
between two curvilinear parts. Two optional integer
arguments allow the modeler to specify with which end of
each part the link is associated. For example, the (default)
values (2,1) indicate that the link goes from the second
end of the first named part to the first end of the second,
where "first" and "second" are assigned in an arbitrary but
consistent manner. The syntax also allows constraints on
part attributes to be specified. For example, the minimi*e
statement in this example specifies ideal relative limb
lengths.

model stick_figure {
14~h head, torso, bicepsl, ...;
optional limb hand1, hand2 .... ;
llnk(head, torso);
llnk(torso, biceps1, 1, 1);

minimize (torso.len-2*head.len)A2
+ (2*torso.len-3*bicepsl.len) 
÷ ...;

} ))end model stick_figure

Subgraph matching may be formulated as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) as follows. Mirroring the data
graph, a limb in the model is represented as a pair of
nodes, representing the limb’s ends, connected by a bond.
A link statement in the model specification gives rise to
links between the specified nodes. A CSP variable is
defined for each node in the model graph. The initial
domain of each variable is the set of data graph nodes plus
the label null for a missing part, since our models may
specify some parts as optional.

The primary constraint of the problem, termed link
support, is that a link/hond, l, between two model nodes,
ml, m2, requires the existence of a corresponding
link/bond between the associated data nodes dl, d2.
(Details of this constraint that allow specified parts to be
missing in the data are given in [14].) The unique
interpretation constraint requires that each data node may
be assigned to at most one model node. This is
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implemented as a global cardinality constraint. These two
constraints are sufficient to establish a purely topological
match between the model and data graphs. This is often
adequate for matching to isolated instances, but spurious
matches arise if the data contains spurious strokes, gaps,
or self-crossings. To find reliable matches in such cases,
further quantitative criteria that rank topologically
equivalent solutions, e.g., based on geometry, must also be
applied. We have explored three such criteria.

The minimal total link length criterion prefers
interpretations with smaller total length of links
participating in the match. (A link participates in the
match if it corresponds to a link in the model.) The
optimal part proportions criterion prefers interpretations
in which the length ratios of the segments closely
approximate those specified in the model. The maximal
part count criterion prefers matches that leave fewer
model parts unassigned; it is needed because the
constraints above allow optional model parts to be missing
and make no distinction between solutions with differing
numbers of missing optional parts.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) A stick figure with 20 distractor lines. (b) 
corresponding graph with labels and links produced by the image
analysis stage. The strokes that matched the model are shown as
bold lines.

To handle ambiguity, as represented in an elaborated
data graph, two global mutual exclusion constraints and a
quantitative criterion are added. The first constraint
enforces mutual exclusion among links that are in the
same mutual exclusion set. The second constraint
enforces mutual exclusion among data subgraphs that
have primitive segments in common; if a given segment is
assigned to a model part, no other segment built from any
of the same primitive segments may be assigned to any
model part. The added quantitative criterion prefers curve
segment chains that contain more segments. This
emulates the fact that long smooth curves are normally
perceived as more salient than their constituent segments.

One of our implementations solves the above CSP using
a branch-and-bound state-space search framework. A
state consists of an assignment to the set of CSP variables.
(In the initial state, all variables are unassigned. In a goal
state, all variables are assigned such that all constraints
are satisfied.) The successor state function, which is
given a state taken from the search queue and returns a set

of new states to be added to the queue, selects an
unassigned CSP variable and creates a new state for each
possible assignment of this variable. It applies the
specified constraints to effect possible reductions in the set
of new states generated.

The quantitative criteria are incorporated into the
objective function that is optimized by the search process.
All four optimization criteria are combined into a single
function as a weighted sum. The link length and part
proportion criteria have equal weights while the part count
criterion is given a much higher weight; i.e., the first two
criteria only come into play among solutions with equal
part counts. The segment count criterion is assigned a
weight in between these other two values.
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Fig. 10. Mean match time (in milliseconds) for a figure with 
through 28 random distractor lines. The error bars indicate the
standard error over 100 runs (10 test figures, at 10 runs each).
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Fig. 11. Mean match time (in milliseconds) for composite
images containing 1 m 6 figures. The error bars indicate the
standard error over 20 different composites.

Our evaluations of the approach have focused so far on
how runtime and accuracy scale with data graph
complexity. Input complexity was varied in two ways: by
adding random distractor lines to images of isolated
figures, and by composing multiple figure scenes at
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random from individual example figures. Figures 10 and
11 show runtime results for these experiments, for a Java
implementation running on a 600 MHz Pentium III
processor. Figure 9 shows an example figure with
distractor lines, its data graph, and the associated
matching result. Figures 12 and 13 show an example
composite input and its matching result.

Fig. 12. Sketch with three stick figures and a distractor figure,
with labels and links produced by the image analysis stage.
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Fig. 13. Interpretation of the data of Fig. Z, with part labels
preceded by the index of the instance.

4. Reducing matching complexity through
focused processing

The approach of Section 3 gives runtime performance
in a useful range for interactive applications, when applied
to problems of moderate size. But as inputs and model
sets grow large, performance degrades substantially, and
the approach does not rule out the possibility of
exponential growth. Additional criteria must be applied to
focus and limit the search for a match to the most
promising data and models. We can distinguish four main
notions of focus applicable to sketch recognition, to be
explored in future work: anchors, salience, grouping, and
model bias.

We have an anchor when part of the target match is
given a priori. E.g., one or more strokes in the data may
be known a priori to belong to the target figure, perhaps
based on an interactive indication by the user. During
matching an anchor may be treated as including one or
more strokes of the target figure, or as including all
strokes of the target figure. Typically, the latter
interpretation of an anchor would give more restriction on
search but it requires more careful user selection. In an
interactive context, the user would somehow specify in
which of these ways an anchor should be interpreted.

Salience refers to a prior labeling of data elements that
reflects how promising they are for matching. Salience
criteria may be bottom-up or top-down. Bottom-up,
salience criteria reflect general perceptual principles or
phenomena. An example of such a phenomenon is pop-
out, in which an element is singled out for focused
processing based on how different it is from neighboring
elements, or the global distribution of elements, with
respect to properties such as length or orientation. TOP-
down criteria involve domain or task-specific knowledge.
For example, the set of configuration models currently
selected for matching by the user can be used to rank
scene elements with respect to their goodness of fit to that
set of models. The fit of an element is measured in terms
of its local relations and relative attributes.

Salience information may be exploited in two ways.
First it can be applied directly to controlling the search
order; i.e., more salient elements may be tried first.
Second, it may be used to define anchors: i.e., a threshold
may be applied to the salience values, and search may be
restricted to the above-threshold elements.
Grouping defines coherent subsets of the data. Groups

may be treated as independent matching sub-problems that
are not only more manageable in size that the entire input,
but being visually coherent, also more sensible. Criteria
for defining groups include the Gestalt principles of
similarity, proximity, good continuation, closure, and
symmetry. There is a significant research challenge in
developing computational formulations of these grouping
criteria that are useful in the sketch interpretation domain,
but there is some promising work to suggest that this
research direction will be fruitful. E.g., Saund presents
techniques for grouping sketched curves by good
continuation [20] and closure [21]. Thorisson [25]
presents techniques for similarity and proximity grouping
that are applicable to sketched data.

Groups may also influence which models are selected as
promising candidates for matching, and in what order they
are tried. For example, we may rule out models that have
too many parts compared to the number of strokes in a
given group.

Model bias is the a priori specification of which sets of
models should be applied in a given matching operation.
E.g., matching may be restricted to a given domain-
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specific family of models, or a set of models a user has
interactively selected.

5. Automating model acquisition

Part of the appeal of a structural modeling approach is that
the matcher may be manually extended to a new
configuration in an intuitive way, by specifying by name
its constituent parts and relations. In practice, however,
for all but the simplest configurations, manual entry of
models is not very convenient. A structural model for a
curvilinear configuration of even moderate complexity
may involve dozens of statements specifying parts,
attributes, and relations. Moreover, the statements that
specify geometric attributes, such as length proportions
and angles, involve numerical parameters that are usually
not readily accessible to introspection. (Also, as was noted
in Section 3, a number of additional parameters are used
to specify the relative importance of the various matching
constraints. These are not associated with individual
models, but they may depend on the domain being
modeled, or the sketching style of particular users.) Add
to this the fact that an effective recognition system might
incorporate dozens or hundreds of models, and new
configurations are continually being designed or
improvised by users.

It seems clear that for sketch recognition to be useful,
the burden on users of entering models must be kept to a
minimum. One approach is to develop techniques that
would automatically or interactively learn models from
user specified examples. Our exploration of this problem
is just beginning, but it is possible to state some broad
requirements at the outset. The advantage of learning over
manual entry is greatly diminished if the user must
initially draw or collect many examples and non-
examples. Therefore, the learning scheme should require
as few training examples as possible, and preferably only
positive examples. Ideally, learning should be
incremental, generating a useable model from a single
positive example, and then gradually refining that model
as new examples are presented at the user’s convenience.

Several distinct literatures appear to be pertinent to this
specification of the problem. It may be possible to ground
future work on learning curvilinear configuration models
in a combination of methods and insights from all of
them. One key division is between schemes for inductive
learning of the part-relation (graph) structure of the model
(i.e., learning structural descriptions), and methods for
estimating ideal values or ranges for the numerical
parameters of a pre-defined structure (i.e., parameter
estimation).

AI techniques for learning structural descriptions
[27,16] ought to be explored in the sketch recognition
domain. As originally presented, these methods may often
require negative examples and/or a more careful selection

of examples by the teacher that we would like. However,
it may be possible to adapt these techniques to meet our
requirements. For example, an interesting application of
version spaces to learning from small numbers of
examples, in the programming-by-demonstration domain,
is given in [11,12].

The literature on grammatical induction contains
various incremental techniques for learning regular
grammars [3,17,18,19]. For use in sketch recognition,
these methods may need to be extended to the case of tree,
graph, or plex grammars [7,8]. Structural models of the
type introduced in Section 3 can be derived from
grammars. Alternatively, one may attempt to adapt
insights from the grammar induction work to the problem
of learning model graphs directly.

These structure learning and grammatical induction
methods are not applicable to the problem of learning the
model’s numerical attributes. A computational model -
applicable to both parameter estimation and structure
learning -- of how humans are able to learn concepts from
small numbers of positive examples is presented in [24].

Note that the graph elaboration ideas of Section 2 will
likely play a key role in enabling learning. Without them,
as in the case of matching, appropriate error tolerance
must be built into the learning process itself, to cope with
variability and noise. Most learning techniques in the
literature make no provision for such error tolerance.
Prior elaboration should mitigate the complexity of
learning no less than that of matching.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a framework for the design of
effective sketch recognition systems. The three pillars of
that framework are (i) dedicated pre-processing to address
the effects of drawing variability; (ii) a constrained
optimization, subgraph matching approach to recognition,
possibly applied in a focused manner to mitigate the
inherent complexity of the problem; and (iii) automated
model acquisition through incremental and highly
effective learning techniques.

Our research so far has realized only parts of this
program; we are turning to the rest in ongoing work.
There are certain segmentation ambiguities, such as
corners, that we have identified but for which we have not
developed elaboration operations. We plan to explore
ways of estimating the parameters of the elaboration
operations automatically, possibly subject to the influence
of given sets of configuration models. We intend to
experiment with a wider range of configuration models,
with control schemes for matching multiple models, and
with input data drawn from diverse users and domains.

The approach in this paper deals mainly with
curvilinear configurations, and the models we have tested
are defined primarily by end-to-end connectivity relations.
We believe the matching approach will extend naturally to
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other abstract relations among strokes, such as
inside/outside, left/fight, perpendicularity, parallelism, etc.
However, it must be noted that some recognition problems
in the sketch domain, such as recognition based primarily
on curve shape, may fall outside the scope of a structural
modeling and matching approach altogether.
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